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"They're the most extreme objects in the universe and they're so energetic,they drag in
material from the whole galaxy and we're not talking about a star here,we're talking
thousands of light years across.They're dragging gas,you know,and they are just beyond your
imagination."

"Don't think that somehow that there is nothing there,there's something very real there,
because it's gravity we can definitely detect."

"Nothing not even light,that gets into them can ever escape again. Once you cross the
horizon of a black hole it's as if space and time themselves are being sucked into the hole.No
matter which direction you turn or how hard you try to escape,there's no way you can
overcome its gravity."

"And it's this fact that you've gone beyond and you can never return which has got into the
public imagination. So looking into a 'black hole' has sort of become a pseudonym for looking
into the abyss after which you can never get out."

Peter Evans : You can't blame scientists for being so attracted to black holes,anymore than
you can science fiction writers who've had a field day with fabulous objects that seem to act
like super efficient cosmic Dysons,dragging even light back down into their depths.
Mysterious points of no return,the invisible apocalypse,but black holes - as we'll be hearing-
aren't just some high kicking side show in our universe,as we move into the golden age of X-
ray telescopes we're learning that black holes appear to be major performers in the drama of
how stars and galaxies evolve. An engine room driving the shape of the cosmos. They come
in different varieties and sizes and they promise to resolve the major outstanding issue in
theoretical physics,how to reconcile the behaviour of things on the largest scale with those on
the smallest. Yes,there are considerable payoffs from shedding light on black holes.

"Black holes far from being curiosities are actually essential elements of the universe. There
is a single gigantic black hole at the centre of every single galaxy,and we believe that black
holes have played an important role if not a crucial role in the formation of galaxies
themselves. Also many stars,the more massive of the stars we see out there,are going to end
their lives as black holes,and so there are much smaller black holes that pepper every single
galaxy,possibly as many as ten million of them in our own milky way."

"We're beginning to realise now,that there is a complete spectrum of black holes and they
may actually extend from microscopic objects,up to objects which are many billions of times
the mass of the sun.I mean it could even be that our universe is inside a black hole,so it
could be the complete spectrum of objects."

"It warps space into a sort of a funnel shape that was often depicted in movies. It's slows the
flow of time near the horizon of the black hole and so there's a strange warpage of time. In
addition the spin a black hole drags space into motion around it,much like the air in a
tornado,a very rapid swirling motion near the horizon of the black hole. We would like to see
all these aspects of spacetime warpage,and then we would like to understand
observationally,what happens when two black holes - each of them like a tornado - come
crashing together - the answers only going to come,through a back and forth feeding of
information between the observer's who will see these events and theorists who will be
modelling them on supercomputers."

Peter Evans : As a theorist,Kip Thorne of MIT has a technological advantage that wasn't
available to the person who first postulated the notion of black holes. He was the Rev John
Mitchell,a Cambridge scientists,who in 1783,discussed at the Royal Society in London the
disturbing idea of massive invisible stars,which might generate enough gravity to prevent
corpuscles of light from escaping.

"An object with the density of the sun but 500 times larger would exert a gravitational pull so
great that all light admitted from such a body would be forced to return toward it. It is
therefore possible that the greatest luminous bodies in the universe are on this account
invisible. For such dark stars...."

But it wasn't until 200 years later - 60 years after Einstein's Theory of General Relativity -
which spelled out a convincing theory of gravity - that the term "black holes" was coined and
public imagination in a phenomenon that could produce weird warpings of space and time
was stirred.
How though are black holes formed? Cosmologist Marcus Chown and first black hole
specialist Mitch Bagelmann of the University of Colorado who identifies two possible
mechanisms.

Mitch Bagelmann : Whenever too much matter gets concentrated in too small a volume,a
black hole will be created. This is predicted by Einstein's General Theory of Relativity.We
believe that there are two ways that this happens in practice. One way is at the end of a star's
existence,when the star has used up all of its nuclear fuel that keeps it shining,if that star has
enough mass,if it's say 10-20 times heavier than the sun,rather than just settling down to
quiet state and sitting there forever,it will actually collapse in on itself.It won't be able to keep
itself from collapsing,and it will form a black hole,and so the first way is that massive stars at
the end of their lives,just collapse onto themselves and form black holes.

Marcus Chown : What is left behind is a relic,a sort of dimple in spacetime.I mean imagine a
trampoline and putting a cannon ball on it,the surface of the trampoline would have and
indentation around it. Now that's the sort of indentation in space that you'd get round
something like a planet or an ordinary star.But imagine an incredibly heavy cannon ball that
actually created a - not just an indentation - but a bottomless well,that's a black hole.What
you're left with is this well in space,but that's all there is left,a black hole,all it is,is a warpage
in space. The actual physical object,the actual physical star has vanished.

Mitch Bagelmann : The other way is perhaps more intriguing,we find that at the centre of
every galaxy,at the centre of mass of the galaxy,so to speak,enough matter has collected so
that there is a black hole sitting right at that geometric centre.
We're not sure exactly how those black holes formed.There's a bit of a chicken and egg
problem here,we don't whether the galaxies formed first,and then perhaps the black hole
formed from the debris left over after the galaxy formed,or whether the black hole formed
first,and formed the seed around which the galaxy formed,and that really is one of the most
exciting questions in astrophysics today.

Peter Evans : It seems extraordinary doesn't it that astronomers and cosmologists can even
begin to describe the formation of black holes when no one has ever seen,indeed can ever
see one directly.
Optical telescopes need light,and light can't escape a black hole.So how can they possibly be
observed?
The answer is that they can be indirectly by inference and deduction. Take black hole hunter
Phil Charles of Southampton University.He studies small black holes created by the collapse
of one of the stars in a double or binary system.
Professor Charles sees not the black hole itself,but the path followed by the material that
feeds it. The gas and other matter given off by the companion star in the double system.

Phil Charles : Half the stars that you see in the night sky,are members of double star
systems, two stars orbiting each other,and if this massive star blows up and leaves a black
hole and it's got nothing else there,finding it is going to be almost impossible. But if they exist
in double star systems,then the outer parts of the companion star actually start to fall,in the
gravitational potential of the black hole,and they start orbiting it,now remember they don't fall
straight down.

Peter Evans : So it's not like the sort of plughole theory of feeding the black hole? That's the
sort of sucking up kind of action that the science fiction writers are always talking about.

Phil Charles : No right,it doesn't suck it in,the material expands from the companion and then
falls in the gravity of the black hole,but because they are orbiting each other - and these
have orbital periods - they go round each other in a matter of days,sometimes hours - it
forms what we call an accretion disk before it actually then falls in.

Peter Evans : So the matter is whizzing round at some enormous velocity,something
approaching the speed of light I guess?

Phil Charles : That's right a significant fraction of the speed of light.That means it gets heated
up to very high temperatures.These temperatures are tens of millions of degrees.That's how
we end up seeing the black hole,because this material is orbiting outside what we call the
event horizon,the point of no return [It might be called a Rubicon-LB] around the black
hole,so we can see the light from outside that,and because it's so hot we see it in X-rays and
this particular class of object goes into what we call transient outbursts,that we have a
sudden outburst of X-rays when the disk goes unstable,and it's bright for a few months even
and then it's quiet for 10-20 maybe 50 years.

Peter Evans : As luck would have it,Phil Charles was able to see one of those outbursts quite
recently. It took place in the halo of our own galaxy,which is a region of dust,stars and gas
directly above the flat platter of the milky way.Because there's relatively little matter in the
halo,Phil Charles was able to make observations using an X-ray telescope of outstanding
clarity,even able to weight the black hole he'd detected.

Phil Charles : This was fantastic because it gave opportunities to observe it without any of
these horrible problems of the distinction from the absorption of the gas and dust. So what
we're actually seeing is the faint little star orbiting around the black hole.

Peter Evans : You put a lot of this data into a computer program that gives you a picture of
what you're talking about. We can see the accretion disk,so that's the hot,flat disk at the left
hand side at the centre of which is the black hole,right?

Phil Charles : That's right,and this shows it
during an outburst,in which you have intense X-rays being created,very close to the centre of
the disk.

Peter Evans : And the companion star is to the right and it's....well it gives the appearance of
being funnelled in,you're saying that isn't quite the picture you'd want to give?

Phil Charles : It's through the natural evolution of this star wanting to expand,the material just
expands and becomes this funnelled stream of material which is falling into this hole created
by the intense gravitational field of the black hole,and by following it's motion every 4.2 hours
during the binary orbit,we can actually measure the mass of the black hole that we can't
see,and it's mass has to be between 6 and 7.5 times the mass of the sun.

Mitch Bagelmann : These are much smaller black holes than the ones at the centres of
galaxies and so we can see everything happening much more quickly,particularly one of the
most important ways we can get information about the stretching of space and time,and the
ways in which black holes interact with their surroundings is by watching the variations...the
way things change with time,the pulsations,the way in which the gas feeds in,that all happens
much more quickly in a binary system,and so we can collect a lot of data in a relatively short
amount of time.Binary black holes are excellent laboratories. Some of the processes that
occur next to these large black holes at the centres of galaxies might take thousands or even
tens of thousands of years,and so it's really not feasible to follow all of them in real time. But
for these binary black holes we can really study things happening in real time.

Peter Evans : Small binary black holes then are a lot easier to study than the supermassive
variety,millions of times the mass of our sun,which are thought to lie at the heart of every
galaxy.
At the Mullard Space Science Laboratory though, Liz Puchnerovitch studies those
unimaginably energetic bodies at the outer reaches of the universe called quasars.
Because they're so distant quasars offer a window onto the very early universe shortly after
the big bang,when black holes were somehow implicated in switching them on. A computer
simulation takes on the longest and most improbable journey you can imagine,into a black
hole within a quasar.

Liz Puchnerovitch : You're going here from enormous scales zooming down,and as we go
through,we start from the galaxy and we get to this cloud,low density cloud region,you come
to a doughnut shaped region of gas and dust,then when you get through there,you begin to
pick out radio jets,some more clouds and then this enormous accretion disk,again where it's
dragged in the gas and dust and it spirals down and then right within the centre of the
accretion disk,just peeking over there,you can...inside you can see the black hole.
Generally,the idea is that this black hole is accumulating matter over millions  and millions of
years and when it gets to certain critical size it switches on and becomes a quasar. The other
thing of course is that these supermassive black holes are in regions - just like the stars
are,where there's other black holes around - so you can also have this hierarchical
construction of a supermassive black hole,so it can just swallow up other black holes as it
goes along,which again is a bit beyond your imagination,but that's how they gradually build
up.

Peter Evans : Black holes then may have thrown the switch on quasars,but the major
question still remains as to which came first,the black hole or its galaxy. In other words do
black holes act as the seeds around which galaxies grow? Or do they evolve shortly after
galaxies are formed. Well this critical relationship between black holes and galaxies over
time is the interest of Cambridge astronomer Andy Fabian,who's been observing distant
clusters of galaxies using the X-ray satellite Chandra.

Andy Fabian : If I can just show you a picture here,this is a picture of a cluster of galaxies as
seen with the Chandra observatory,and we can see a diffuse blob of emission at the centre of
this particular cluster,which is about a billion light years away.But we can also see lots of
sharp point sources and three point sources near the centre of the cluster we've been able to
follow up using the telescopes in different parts of the world,and if I can show you another
image,this is now a mixture of an optical and an infra red image,we can now see the large
galaxies in the cluster,but also we can see background objects,and some of the reddest
background objects in this image turn out to be the serendipitous X-ray sources,and this red
object just here,is very distant and the time that light has been travelling from that object
maybe up to ten billion years,and so we seeing here,although it's very faint in this image,it's
actually a very luminous galaxy,it's actually got a very luminous very powerful central engine
there,kicking out a lot of exciting radiation,so the simple explanation for this,is we're dealing
with galaxy,the centre of which has got a black hole,a massive black hole,probably a billion
solar mass black hole,there's a lot of gas left in that galaxy,which would,if there were not the
black hole there,that gas would carry on making stars,making the galaxy even bigger,but the
black hole at the centre is absorbing some of that gas,is swallowing some of that gas giving
an enormous amount of radiation,and also giving out a wind of matter,that's what we see
from many such quasars,and it's that wind being blown from around the black hole which is
actually pushing on the gas and eventually - and I've worked out some numbers with regard
to this,I've got a little theory about it - eventually when the black hole becomes massive
enough it can actually blow all the gas out of the galaxy,and therefore it shuts of the
formation of the galaxy at the same time as it shuts off its own formation,because it's got rid
of its own fuel supply,it's sort of blown its own fuel supply away,and so this would introduce a
direct connection between the growth of the black hole, the growth of the galaxy and connect
the two together.

Peter Evans : Well we can't show you the supermassive black hole expelling matter and
shutting off its own food supply,but you can hear it. The X-ray data has been converted into
audio signals.
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That sound of a black hole,throwing off matter is,when you think about it,very comforting.If
black holes didn't know when to stop consuming material,we might not be here today to study
them.But why do they stop?
Aren't they voracious and indiscriminate eaters?
Mitch Bagelmann again.

Mitch Bagelmann : Black holes are actually fussy eaters,not only can black holes swallow
large quantities of matter,but they can also blow away even larger quantities that are just a
little bit further away,and we see observational evidence for that. We see black holes that are
sitting in tremendously dense concentrated environments that seem to be swallowing very
little. The black hole at the centre of our milky way is sitting at the centre of our whole
galaxy,surrounded by huge clouds of gas,and yet it seems to be swallowing next to
nothing,so we're applying some pretty powerful computer programs to this.We're actually
simulating the flow of gas around black holes,and what we find is that when we put some gas
in the vicinity of a black hole and set it into motion inside the computer,it swirls around and
as it approaches the black hole it develops these tremendous circulations and eddies,and we
find  that in fact as we seem to see in nature,the matter does not go straight into the black
hole,but it becomes very turbulent,it swirls around,it forms these jets and winds of gas flowing
out and so in fact it does seem that black holes are not that easy to feed at a very high rate.
The growth and  the evolution of black holes,particularly these huge black holes at the
centres of galaxies are really part of what you might consider an ecosystem,that the black
holes in the galaxies interact with one another in very complex ways.So back holes are not
really oddities that are sort of separate from the universe,they're really very much a part of
the universe and their existence is very much an element in the structure of galaxies and
stars.

Peter Evans : It's exciting to see X-ray images of black holes and mind expanding to watch
computer simulations of swirling megatons of material dropping into the void. But what we'd
all like to know is what it would be like outside the porthole of a spaceship making a Star
Trek style journey to the visible limit,the event horizon and beyond.
It's a journey that Marcus Chown and Martin White have certainly made in their imagination.

Martin White : If you were rather foolish enough to start travelling towards a fairly small mass
black hole then the tidal forces - that's the difference of the gravity pull between your feet -
assuming you were standing up in the spacecraft -  and your head - would be so great,as
you'd be torn apart.But if you were to travel towards a massive black hole,the billion solar
mass black holes,you would survive those tidal forces and you could in fact pass through the
event horizon. Some peculiar effects would be apparent,in that if  by some miracle of
technology you could actually orbit on the event horizon itself,then the time of the universe
would appear to speed up.You would see the whole future of the universe pass before
you,you wouldn't be able to communicate with it,but you would see this in front of you. Now if
you were to be being looked at by somebody outside,in other words they were watching you
disappear down the event horizon,they'd see your image as it were stuck on the event
horizon,and gradually it would fade because of the gravitational red shift.It would first of all
become red and then infra red and then it would become invisible because the wavelength
was so long that it couldn't be detected.So you'd have very different effects depending on
whether you were looking out or whether somebody was looking at you disappearing onto the
event horizon.

Marcus Chown : But once you get inside the black hole,at the centre is this object called a
singularity,which we don't understand at all,but basically it's what's left when matter shrinks to
an infinitesimally tiny point,and as far as we know it is unavoidable that you would actually
end up crushed at that point. It might take a few hours,it might take a few days,but there's no
way,once you've actually crossed inside the black hole that you can avoid the singularity.

Peter Evans : But you've had a good run, because meanwhile outside the whole of history
has been evolving, rapidly evolving to an infinite time in the future.

Marcus Chown : That's exactly right,that's exactly right,if you could actually...if you had a
powerful enough rocket,and you could hover on the exterior of a black hole,you could watch
the entire future history of the universe flash past you.

Peter Evans : Mmmm well I'll leave you to contemplate that scenario,which seems to be
taking us into metaphysics,not astrophysics. Meanwhile,in the here and now,studying black
holes could clear up a major headache that's bedevilled science ever since Quantum Physics
arrived to upset the theoretical apple cart.

Marcus Chown : In order to understand them,we need new physics,they really stretch us.The
two towering monuments of 20th century physics are Einstein's Theory of Gravity and
Quantum Theory. Quantum Theory is a theory of the very small,of  atoms,it allows us to build
lasers and computers and everything. General Relativity is the theory of gravity,and gravity
is very weak,so you need a lot of material to have a reasonable amount of gravity. So you'd
think there's be no overlap between these two theories.General Relativity is a theory of the
very big,Quantum Theory the very small,but to understand black holes,when matter has
shrunk to a very,very small volume - smaller than an atom - you need a quantum theory of
gravity.There is the overlap of the very small and the very big.
The other instance where those two things overlap is in the big bang.So black holes and the
big bang are the two places where we know current physics breaks down and where we can
test our new ideas.

Peter Evans : So they represent a kind of natural laboratory for this notion of so-called
quantum gravity?

Marcus Chown : Exactly,they're a natural laboratory,and I mean that really is what
astrophysics gives us. In the universe you can see matter under conditions that you can
never ever simulate on Earth,so you can test your Frontier theories.

Peter Evans : As a natural laboratory for reconciling gravity and quantum physics,black holes
are useful but pretty inconvenient in practical terms,which is why Olf Leonhart of St Andrews
University is trying to create his own black holes in the lab,attempting to mimic the way in
which immense gravitational forces drag back light.
The set up is this : Imagine light is a fish swimming against the stream,gravity.If the velocity
of the fish exceeds that of the countervailing gravitational stream,it will escape.If the stream
is faster,it won't,which is what happens with a black hole.
Using both light and sound Olf Leonhart slows them down before passing them through a
special fluid in the hope of capturing the same effect.

Olf Leonhart  : Since you are interested in seeing microscopic effects,you take a sample that
is a very clean piece of the fluid and such fluids have been created since 5 years and these
are called Bose Einstein condensates [See :
http://www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/bose.html seedark.html and reluct.html]
,they're extremely cold fluids of matter with just say a few millions of atoms condensed and
these would be the workhorses for experiments of this kind. The speed of sound in such
fluids is very low,it's a few millimetres per second,and so it would be sufficient to move a tiny
bit of this matter with millimetres per second velocity to see some interesting
phenomena,and this dragging effect resembles the pull of gravity.

Peter Evans : So it's the equivalent of a sort of sonic - a sound black hole effectively?

Olf Leonhart  : Yes,I mean one could use light as well and it's essentially the same idea
behind it. Make a fluid move faster than the speed of light. It sounds paradoxical because
what people have learned is that the speed of light is a constant it can never be reached,but
in a fluid in a dielectric medium,that's the scientific term,the speed of light is reduced,it
reaches just 75% of the speed of light in a vacuum.

Peter Evans : That's still pretty fast.

Olf Leonhart  :  Still pretty fast,and the comes the second trick is to reduce the speed of
light,significantly and to reduce it such that it approaches say millimetres,centimetres per
second or even to bring light to a complete standstill,and that's appears experimentally
possible,and so there's a second chance of creating a laboratory based analogues of black
holes based on very,very light. What we can learn are some aspects of the connection
between gravity and quantum mechanics - it is a very exciting new opportunity for research
into this direction,that's certainly clear.

Peter Evans :  While experiments with slow light continue in the hope of producing DIY black
holes in the laboratory,the observational astronomers are looking forward to getting a clearer
look at the real thing,with the next generation of X-ray telescopes. Visible light can't be
captured but X-radiation can. Marcus Chown and Mitch Bagelmann can't wait to see what the
new space borne instruments will reveal when they make darkness visible.

Mitch Bagelmann : This is really I think one of the areas where there's going to be some
major advances in the next decade or two,particularly if we go onto the next generation of X-
ray satellites which are currently being developed.These would be constellationX in the
US,and the Zeus mission in Europe,and there are even more visionary ideas.There's even a
plan called MAXIM to actually take a picture,much like a Hubble picture,of the horizon in the
region around a black hole,you can actually in principle take a picture of a disk of gas swirling
into a black hole and see the blackness at the centre.

Marcus Chown : We're beginning to realise that there is a continuous spectrum of black
holes.We're also beginning to realise that black holes are central to the life of  our universe.
No longer are they these sort of esoteric objects discussed in science fiction.They actually
appear to be central to the existence of the universe. For instance we know think that
something like as much energy as given out by all the black holes in the universe,is as
actually given out by starlight.So they're a major contributor to the energy budget of the
universe.

Mitch Bagelmann :  I am confident that in the next decade or so we will have a very good
picture of the demographics - the census of black holes,we'll have a good idea of whether
they're formed by a huge single collapse or small number of collapses or even the merging of
many smaller black holes,and I think we'll begin to understand the role that black holes play
in the formation and evolution of galaxies. They're structures that we have to take into
account and understand just as we have to understand stars,planets and galaxies. They are
very ordinary objects in our universe - amazing as it is to have to say that.









